**Directions:** Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - *am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been*. Your sentences **MUST** show that you know what the word means AND be 100% grammatically correct!

**PRE: before**

1. preamble: n.

2. premonition: n.

3. prejudiced: adj.

4. precocious: adj.

**LITCIT: permit**

5. license: n.

6. licentious: adj.

7. illicit: adj.

**CAPIT: head**

8. decapitate: v.

9. capital: adj.

10. capitulate: v.
DEFINITIONS

A. advanced mentally with relationship to age
B. an introduction to a document
C. feeling that something is going to happen
D. immoral; sexually loose
E. judging without knowledge; thought or reason
F. punishable by death; main
G. to cut off someone’s head
H. to permit or authorize
I. to surrender
J. unlawful; illegal